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1. This is serious. This is so damned serious it is terrifying.
The terms "racist" and "white supremacist" are tossed
around but few understand the deep, deep horror to
humankind that the full-up white supremacists are. 
 
They literally define "white" people as human and

2. everyone else as subhuman. People express shock when one of them refers to

immigrants as "animals" or "vermin" or an "infestation." Those comments aren't

hyperbole to them. It is what they BELIEVE. I have written several essays on the

topic and linked to them repeatedly. I

3. won't try to spell it all out in a thread; I'll just summarize and give the links again. 

First, let me point out that I am prompted to do this once again by the story that the

white supremacist FPOTUS is planning to pardon one of the most egregious

examples of w-s acting on

4. their world view. Couple this with the immigration "policiies" of "no shithole

countries", USA is "full", "torture them to make them stop wanting to come," etc. and

the degree to which they have succeeded in taking over is TERRIFYING. And I'm a

white guy. I can't comprehend

5. what it must be like for POC. Perhaps not too different from living in jim crow

South, or facing a police stop today, but it is COMING FROM THE TOP now. 

 

Ok, the summary: There is a "Christian Identity Movement" that emerged in the

latter part of the 20th century. It invented

6. a far-fetched alternative creation myth to that in the Christian Bible. The gist of it

is that God created "mud people" from mud on the 6th day, then rested, then created

humans from clay on the 8th day. There you have it. The rationalization for treating

ALL POC

7. as animals.  

The essays are collected on my Polar Bear Post website dbc3.com. You can find them

all there; I hope my navigation method is self-explanatory. These three spell out what

I just described: 

http://www.dbc3.com/PBP/White%20Supremacism/CID_sa.html 

http://www.dbc3.com/PBP/White%20Supremacism/KYE_sa.html
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8. http://www.dbc3.com/PBP/White%20Supremacism/MUD_sa.html 

I won't try to connect all the dots. It is blatantly obvious.  

This thread by @ScottHech  

 

describes the President of the United States preparing to declare open season on

"mud people." It's that simple, folks. He is ENDORSING

Thread by @ScottHech: "“One day, from his sniper nest, Chief Gallagh…
Thread by @ScottHech: "“One day, from his sniper nest, Chief Gallagher shot a girl
in a flower-print hijab who was walking w/ other girls on . She dropped, clutching
her stomach, & the other girl…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1129900629382586368.html

9. not just war crimes, but an entire movement espousing crimes against humanity.

They say on the Vanguard website they need to: 

- stop immigration of non-whites 

- deport non-white immigrants already here 

- renew laws against "miscegenation" 

- eventually deport ALL non-whites,

10. , making the USA the "white nation" they claim God intended it to be. (That C-I

creation myth defines NW Russia/Scandinavia as the "real" Garden of Eden and

North America as the "real" "promised land" for the "real" "chosen people."). They

convince themselves they are

11. doing "God's work" with their ethnic cleansing efforts. NOW do you understand

the fake Christians rallying behind trump? Some may not buy the creation myth,

probably don't even believe in a god. They just like the story that rationalizes their

innate fear and

12. hatred of the "other." I won't pretend to understand what drives them all

internally, but the mob mentality of "us (white) vs. them (nonwhite)" keeps them all

together. 

This move by trump, assuming he makes it, should bring protests like none seen

before. And

13. they damned well better include a LOT of decent white people. People should be

screaming from the rooftops that this is NOT David Duke and Steve King and

Stephen Miller and dj trump's country. 

http://www.dbc3.com/PBP/White%20Supremacism/GCW_sa.html 
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